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Abstract 
Let A be the family of all equivtiant bordism classes of involutions containing a representative 
(M, T) with M connected and with the fixed point set of T being the disjoint union of a fixed 
connected n-dimensional manifold V” and a point. In this paper we analyse the influence of A in 
the determination of the equivariant bordism classes of (ZZ)~-actions which contain a representative 
fixing Vn U {point}. The results obtained are used to determine, up to bordism, all possible (Z2)k- 
actions fixing RIP(n) U {point} with n odd. 
Keywords: (ZZ)~-action; Fixed data; Whitney number; Normal bundle; Equivariant bordism 
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1. Introduction 
For a fixed smooth closed manifold F, not necessarily connected, consider the collec- 
tion of all equivariant bordism classes of involutions containing a representative (M, T) 
with M connected and F as fixed set. The problem with which we are concerned in this 
work is related to the following general question: how far can such a collection provide 
information about the equivariant bordism classes of (Zz)“-actions containing a repre- 
sentative with F as fixed set? Specifically, denoting by A = { [Wz~i, q]}i the mentioned 
collection (where ni = dimW%?‘) and by vi -+ F the normal bundle of F in each IV,“‘, 
and considering a (Z2)k-action (M, @) with fixed data q = $, E, + F, how far can 
the vi determine, up to bordism, that fixed data? 
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For example, we know that if F is connected then each E, is bordant to some r~i 
(equivalently each E, + F is the fixed data of an involution bordant to some (Wini, TV)). 
However, if F is disconnected, this question is more subtle; it suffices to observe, for 
example, that the projective plane lRB(2) admits a (Z2)2-action fixing just three points, 
although no involution can fix three points. 
in this context we want to analyse the case F = V”U{p), where V” is a n-dimensional 
connected manifold (n 3 1) and p = point. In this case we note that A may be empty 
(take for instance V” = the n-sphere Sn with n # 1,2,4 and 8 [5,27.6]) and it is always 
finite (this follows from the strengthened Boardman i-theorem of [I], since V” U {p} 
doesn’t bound). If n is odd and A is nonempty, then A has just one element, which 
contains the involution (lRIP(n+l), ~a), where ~e[za, ~1,. . . ,x,+1] = [-CEO, 21,. . . , x,,+1] 
[3, 2.31. Taking V” = IRIP one obtains examples where A has at least two elements 
[3, 3.11. 
Evidently the component of Q over the point p is the trivial ni-plane bundle lRni + p; 
we use then the notation ,p to indicate the component of vi over V”, where T, = ni - n. 
Under the hypothesis that A is nonempty, we will prove 
Theorem 1. Let (MT, @) be a (I&)“-action withfied set V” U {p}, and let (@, E, + 
Vn) U ($, pa -+ p) denote the fixed data of @. Then each E, is either bordant to some 
r$;, or bordunt to T(P) or equal to 0, here T(P) and 0 denoting, respectively, the 
tangent bundle and the O-dimensional bundle over P. When E, is bordant to some $r’, 
pa must be the trivial bundle lI%“~ --+ p; in other cases, pa = 0. Moreover the number of 
bundles E, bordant to 177 is equal to one more than the number of bundles E, bordant 
to T(P). 
This theorem is vague concerning to the precise number of the described bundles 
and also to the order with respect to which these bundles are included in the fixed 
data of @. This gap will be filled with Theorem 2 below; in order to understand its 
formulation, one needs to know a special family of (&)‘-actions obtained from a given 
involution (W, T): considering (Zz)‘” as the group generated by k commuting involutions 
Ti,Tz,... , Tk, for 1 < t < k let (&)’ act on I@‘, the Cartesian product of 2t-’ copies 
ofW,byTt(z,,zz ,... , Q-I) = (T(sl), T(Q), . . . , T(x2t-1)), letting T2,. . . , Tt act by 
permuting factors so that the points fixed by T2,. . , , Tt form the diagonal copy of W, 
and letting Tt+l, . . . , Tk act trivially. We denote this action by Pt(W, T), and we notice 
that if 17 -+ F denotes the fixed data of (W, T) then the fixed data of r,“(W, T) contains 
2t-1 copies of 7, 2t-1 - 1 copies of T(F) and 2k - 2t copies of the O-dimensional bundle 
over F. 
On the other hand, given a (Zz)k-action (M,Qj), @ = (TI, T2,. . , Tk), we ob- 
serve that each automorphism ~7: (Z2)k + (Z,)” yields a new action given by 
(M; I, 4T2), . . ,cr(Tk)); we denote this action by a(M, Q). The fixed data of 
a(A4, @) is obtained from the fixed data of (M, @) by a permutation of subbundles 
(referring to Theorem 2 below, it is important to observe that not every configuration 
obtained by a permutation of the subbundles of the fixed data of rF(W, T) is derived 
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from some automorphism; observe simply that for k > 5 and t 3 k - 2 the number of 
such configurations, which is 
(2” - I)! 
(2t-‘)!(zt-’ - 1)!(2” - 2t)!’ 
is greater than the number of bases of (ZQ)~). 
If we assume for a moment that the number of bundles of the fixed data of (M’, @) 
bordant to 77:’ of Theorem 1 is 2t-’ for some 1 < t < k, then we will note a certain 
similarity between the fixed data of r,“(lV, T) and (MT, $), which can be seen through 
the correspondence between bundles q and bundles bordant to r],T’, between bundles 
T(F) and bundles bordant to T(P), and between O-dimensional bundles. With this in 
mind we will prove then the following: 
Theorem 2. The number of bundles of Theorem 1 bordant to r],T: is 2t-’ for some 
1 < t < k; moreover there is o E Aut((Zz)k) such that the bundles described in 
Theorem 1 are included in the fixed data of (M’, @) as the corresponding bundles are 
included in the fixed data of an action of type or: (W, T). 
As an application of the above results we include the following: 
Proposition. rf (M’, @) is a (Z2)k-action whose fixed set is RIP(n) U {p} with n odd, 
then there is an integer t, 1 < t f k, and an automorphism o: (Z,)” + (ZZ)~ such that 
r = (n + 1)2t-’ and (M’, @) is bordant to o~~(RIF’(n + l), 70). 
The possibility to analyse the bordism classes of (Z2)k-actions with prescribed fixed 
sets arose from Stong’s work [8], where it was shown that the stationary point structure 
of such actions determines the bordism class, extending the k = 1 case established by 
Conner and Floyd in [5]. In this direction we must cite [5, Section 31; 5,27.6; 10; 3; 4; 91 
where this question was considered, respectively, in the cases F = a set of isolated points 
andk=2,F=Sn~{p}andk=l,F=IWP(2n)andk=l,F=IWP(n)URP(m) 
and k = 1, F = RIP(n), CIP( n or S” and arbitrary k, and F = a union of products ) 
of circles and k = 1. In [6] we obtained all possible bordism classes of (Z$)“-actions 
fixing S” x Sm U {p} and S” U {p}; actually, the present paper was motivated by the 
fact that the major part of [6] may be rewritten so that to include the more general case 
vn U {P>. 
2. Preliminaries 
We begin with some general concepts, which are based on [8]. Being given a (ZZ)~- 
action (M,@), @ = (Tl,Tz, . . . , Tk), the normal bundle v of F = Fe (FG = fixed point 
set of @) in M decomposes as Whitney sum of subbundles on which (ZZ)~ acts as one 
of the irreducible (nontrivial) real representations. This decomposition may be described 
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by using sequences a = (ai, a2, . . . , ak) where each aj is either 0 or 1: if &a c q denotes 
the subbundle on which each Tj acts as multiplication by (-l)“j for each j, then 
where(O) = (O,O,... , 0) is the trivial sequence. Choosing first an order for {a: a # (0)}, 
the fixed data of (M, @) will be constituted then by F and the ordered set of 2k - 1 vector 
bundles E, (a # 0). Unless otherwise stated, we will always consider the standard or- 
der given inductively by (cr,O), (cz,O), . . . , (c2k-l_i,O), (Cl, l), (C2, I), . . . , (Cp-1-1, l), 
(O,O, . . . ,O, l), where cl, C2,. . . rC2k-l_l denote the ordered irreducible nontrivial rep- 
resentations of (Zz)“-’ (the case k = 1 is trivial). 
For example, the fixed data of the actions P/ (IV, T) before mentioned may be de- 
scribed by using induction on t: it is 
2”-1 




@ &ai and @ &a; 
i=l +2t-1 
are equal to the fixed data of l-t”_: (W, T), and where Ed, = 7, &It _, = T(F) and 
& t . .j=Ofor2 <3<2 k -1. 
The subbundles E, restricted to suitable unions of components of F constitute fixed 
data of involutions, In fact, if a # (0) and fa : (i&)’ -+ Z2 denotes the homomorphism 
given by fa(Ti) = (-l)“i, then ker(f,) is isomorphic to (ZQ)~-‘. Letting Fj be an j- 
dimensional component of F and N, be the fixed set of the action (M, ker(f,)), one has 
that if T # ker(fa) then E, -+ Fj is a component of the normal bundle to the fixed point 
set of the manifold with involution (Nz, T/,;), where Ni represents the component of 
N, containing Fj. 
3. Proofs of the results 
Proof of Theorem 1. For each a let S, be the component of &r(f,) containing V” and 
P, be the component containing p. One then has the possibilities: 
(i) dim(P,) > 0: in this case, taking T $! ker(fa), one has that the fixed set of the 
involution (P,, T) is Vn U {p} (that is, P, = S,), since an involution cannot have 
precisely one fixed point [5, 25.11. By hypothesis, (P,, T) is bordant to some (IV’?‘, I) 
and so E, is bordant to ~7. Evidently, dim(pa) = r~ in that case, and in particular 
dim&) > dim(Ea). 
(ii) dim(P,) = 0: in this case, taking again T $ ker(f,), one has that (S,, T) is 
an involution with fixed data E, -+ Vn, and dim(sa) 3 0; we will prove later that if 
dim(c,) > 0 then E, is bordant to T(Vn) in that case. 
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There is at least one a0 with dim(P,,) > 0, otherwise r = 0. Denote by 
the fixed data of the action (M’, ker(f,,)) restricted to Pa,,, where c runs through the 
2”-] - 1 nontrivial representations of ker(f,,,). As described in Section 2, each c is 
associated with a subgroup (Zt-“), of ker(f,,,); if we take T $ ker(f,,,) and S E 
ker(f,,,), but S $ (Zt-2),, then the subgroups (Zt-2), $ (T) and (Z;-2)C $ (ST) 
of (Zz)’ determine representations a,, , aCl so that tiCl~., = E,=, @ E,+ and d,.j, = 
pa,, @ Ila,* . 
Of course 
dim(eac, ) + dim(+ ) = din&,, ) + dim(pac2 1. 
Suppose then E,~, = 0. Looking at (i) and (ii), one has dim(P,,,) = 0 and so pCLa,, = 0. It 
follows that dim@,,*) = dim&,, ), hence that dim(PaCz ) = 0. This means that pCLa,, = 0 
and so E,+ = 0. 
Suppose now E+ # 0. Under this hypothesis we find two situations: 
(a) dim(P,,, ) = 0 and E,+ + Vn is the fixed data of (Sac,, T) as in (ii). Then 
dim(p,,,) = dim(E,_) + dim(E,,) > 0, hence dim(PaC1) > 0. As we have seen, Ed,, 
is bordant to some 7:’ and dirn(paC1) = n,; so, dim(e,_ ) = ni - ri = n, that ii, 
dim(S,,, ) = 2n. But in this case Kosniowski and Stong showed in [l, Section 61 that 
(Sa,,, , T) is bordant to (V” x V”, twist), and so E,~, is bordant to T(Vn). 
(b) dim(P,,, ) > 0 and, as in (i), E,=, is bordant to some r$$ and dim(paC, ) = n,. 
Then 
ri + dim(E+) = ni + dim&_). 
Since either dirn(baC2) > dim(&,,) or dim(pa,,) = 0, and ni > ri, one has both 
dim&,,) = 0 and dim(EaC2) > 0; looking at (a), one concludes that E,+ is bordant 
to T(Vn). 
What we have proved is that either Ed,, $ E~,~ is 0 @ 0 or E,~, is bordant to some q,T’ 
and E,=~ is bordant to T(Vn). Since E,,, is bordant to some q:, the proof is complete. q 
The necessary arguments to prove Theorem 2 are essentially similar to those used to 
obtain the main theorem of [6]. To ease the reading and mainly to clarify certain points 
we will rewrite such arguments. It is convenient first to establish 
Lemma. Suppose (W, T) 1s an involution with jixed data 77 + F. For k > 1 and t > 1 
write the fixed data of l-t (W, T) as 
cl+” = (qho,) @ (@w) @&(O,l), 
n c c 
where c runs through the 2”-’ - 1 nontrivial representations of (Z2)k-’ = (Tl, T2, . . , 
Tk_I). Then ,for each jixed h = (hl, h2, , hk-1) (which can be zero) there is an 
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automorphism CT : (ZZ)~ -+ (25~)~ such that thefieddutu ofgrtk(W, 5”) has both E(~,I) = 
77 and the part $, ~(,,o) equal to the fixed data of lYl”_,’ (IV, T). 
Proof. Denote in general a = (ur ,~2,. . . , ah), c = (cl, ~2,. . . , Q-I). We remark first 
that the description of ZY/(W, 7’) implies that the bundles E~ = 77 (respectively E, = 
T(F)) in its fixed data are exactly those on which 57 acts as -1 (respectively Tr acts 
trivially) and Tl acts trivially for every 1 > t, while the bundles E, = 0 are those on 
which some Tl with I > t acts as - 1. With this in mind it is convenient to divide the 
argument into three cases: 
(1) t = k: if hr = 1, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise consider the automorphism 
given by Ti ++ TlTk and Tl c+ Tl if I # 1. This automorphism maintains the part 
$c~(,,o) unchanged and interchanges the positions of the bundles q and T(F) in the 
part ($, ~1)) @ ~o,I). 
(2) t = k - 1: in this case necessarily k > 2, and $, E(,,~) is the fixed data of 
I’,!!: (W, T), $ck_,=o E(~,o) is the fixed data of I’:!;( N’, T) and Ed = 0 if Uk = 1. 
Consider then a:(&)” -+ (z~)~ given by c(Tk_1) = Tk-rTk, a(Tk) = Tk-1 and 
~(Z’L) = Tl if 1 # k - 1 and k, and denote by @a r, the fixed data of grf(IV, T). Then 
one has: 
(i) T(Q) = E(Q) if Ck-1 = 0; 
69 L = qa ,,..., ak_2,0,~) if a&1 = 1 and ak = 0; 
(iii) r, = E(” ,,__,, ak_2,t,~) if ak-1 = 1 and ak = 1; 
(iv) r, = E(” ,,,.., ah_z,t,~) if ak-1 = 0 and ak = 1. 
Therefore @, Yc,,~J is the fixed data of I’::; (IV, T), while the bundles r, = q with 
ak = 1 are exactly those for which at = 1 and ak_1 = 1. Hence if hr = hk-1 = 1 
we are done. Otherwise consider the automorphism given by TI I--) Tl if hl = 1 or 
T, +-+ TITk if hl = 0, Tk-1 ++ Tk_1 if hk-1 = 1 or Tk_1 ti Tk_tTk if hk-1 = 0, 
and Tl c) Tl if 1 # 1 and k - 1. Under this automorphism the part $, r(,,e) remains 
unchanged, while the position (h, 1) is occupied by r(l,h2,hl,...,hb_*,1,1). 
(3) t < k - 1: in this case necessarily k > 3, and the portions @ ~(~,a) with ci = 0 for 
i > t and $ E(,,~) with ci = 0 for i > t - 1 are, respectively, the fixed data of rt(W, T) 
and rtt_: (W, T); also the bundles ca = 0 are exactly those for which the subsequence 
( %+I,..., uk) is nonzero. Consider then g : (ZZ)~ + (ZZ)~ defined by n(Tt) = TtTt+l, 
a(Tt+,) = Tt, a(Tk) = TtTk and c~(Tl) = Tl if Z # t, t + 1 and k. Denoting by $, r, 
the fixed data of CT,“< IV, T), one has: 
(i) r(,,,j = ~(,,a) if ci = 0 for i > t - 1; 
60 T(,,o) = qC ,,_, ct_,,~,~,ct+z ,..., Ck-,,~) if ct = 1 and ct+l = 0; 
(iii> T(,,o) = qC ,,..., cc-,,~,l,ct+z ,..., ck_,,l) if ct = 0 and ct+l = 1; 
(iv> T(,,o) = q Cl ,..., cr-l,l,O,ct+Z,...,ck--l,l) if ct = 1 and ct+t = 1; 
(v) T(,,O) = E(c,O) if ct = ctfl = 0 and the subsequence (ct+z, . . . , Ck_1) is nonzero. 
Hence in the portion @, r(,,e) the first 2t-’ - 1 bundles constitute the fixed data of 
I-,“_;(W,T) hl th w i e e remaining bundles are zero; this means that $, r(,,e) is the fixed 
data of I-l”_ (IV, T). On the other hand one has: 
(i) Z-, = Ed if ak = 1 and ui = 0 for t - 1 < i < k; 
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(ii) T’,,I) = qc ,,..., ct_,,~,~,ct+z ,..., ck-,,~) if ct = 1 and ct+l = 0; 
(iii> T(,,I) = qc ,,..., Ct_,r~,~rct+2 ,..., Ck_,r~) ifct=Oandct+’ =l; 
(iv) r(,,‘) = q= ,,..., ct_,,l,~,ct+2 ,..., Ck-,r~) if ct = 1 and Q+I = 1. 
Therefore the bundles r, = 77 with ak = 1 are exactly those for which a’ = at = 
at+’ = 1 and ai = 0 for t + 1 < i < k; hence if a = (h, 1) is of this form there is 
nothing else to prove. Otherwise, let A be the set formed by the zeros of {h’ , ht, ht+l } 
and B be the set formed by the nonzero elements of {ht+z, . . . , hk_l}, and consider 
the automorphism given by Tl -+ Tl if hl $! A U B, Tl + TlTk if hl E A U I3 and 
Tk + Tk. Under this automorphism the portion $, r(,,c) remains unchanged, while the 
position (h, 1) is occupied by the r, for which a’ = at = at+’ = ak = 1, ai = hi if 
2~i~t-l,andai=Oift+2~i~~-l;thiscompletestheproof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. For k = 1 the assertion is trivial (and it is trivially true even for 
k = 2: this follows from Theorem 1 and from the fact that every configuration obtained by 
a permutation of the subbundles of the fixed data of a (&)‘-action is derived from some 
automorphism). Suppose inductively the result true for (&)“-‘-actions. Considering 
k > 1, there is at least one T E (&)’ such that the component of FT containing p, 
which we call (FT)*, has positive dimension. By taking an automorphism (ZZ)~ + (~ZZ)~ 
carrying Tk into T one may suppose with no loss T = Tk. On FT~ one has an induced 
action 9 of (ZZ)~-~, the group generated by Tl, Tz, . . , Tk_1. Since a (&)j-action 
cannot fix precisely one point [5, 31.31, the fixed set of ((FTJ~,P) is Vn u {p}. Let 
0 + (FTk)p denote the normal bundle to (FT,, )* in M’. Since Tk acts as - 1 in the 
fibers of 0 and trivially on (FT~)~, one has that 
and that the fixed data of ((FT~)~, 9) restricted to V” is 
But the induction hypothesis guarantees that this latter fixed data contains 2t-’ bundles 
E(=,~) bordant to $, 2t-’ - 1 bundles &(,,a) bordant to T(P) and 2”-’ - 2t bundles 
E(,,~) = 0 for some 1 6 t < k - 1; moreover, these bundles are included in that fixed 
data as the corresponding bundles are included in the fixed data of an action of type 
p~~-‘(W, T) for some p E Aut((Z2)k-‘). By taking the automorphism (Z,)” + (I&)” 
which restricted to (&)‘-’ is p-’ and which carries Tk into Tk we can suppose p = Id. 
Hence, if we assume ~(a,‘) = 0 and E(~,‘) = 0 for all c, the result is proved. Otherwise 
Theorem 1 implies that at least one of these bundles, say E(~,‘J, must be bordant to some 
VP. Now E(~,~) is the normal bundle to Vn in P(h,‘), and one has as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 the fixed data 
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and for each c the decomposition fiClvn = E,+ $ ~~~~ with the bundles E,,, and E,=~ 
corresponding, respectively, to the subgroups (Zt-*), $ (Tk) and (Zk-*), @ (STk) (ob- 
serve that Tk $! ker(f+l,)). But then Tk and STk act trivially in the fibers of Ed,, and 
Eacz T respectively; since S doesn’t belong to (Z$-‘), $ (STk), Tk acts then as - 1 in the 
fibers of E,~~. It follows that E,,, is of the form 6(b,o) while ~~~~ is of the form E(,,~), 
2) # h. In this manner, the occurrence of bundles bordant to $+ in the fixed data of Cp 
is given by E(~,,J, by the 2t-’ bundles E(,,o) given by the induction hypothesis and by 
the 2t-’ - 1 bundles E(~,~J, u # h, corresponding to the 2t-’ - 1 bundles E(b,$) bordant 
to T(P) of the induction hypothesis. So, this number is 2t. Referring to the order of 
these bundles we note first that the condition ker(f(b,o)) = (iZ,“-2)C @ (Tk) implies that 
ker(f(b+h,l)) = @-%@(ST >, h k w ere the sum b+ h is taken modulo 2. This means that 
(v, 1) = (b-t h, I), and hence the fixed data of (AP, @) obey the following rule: if E(~,o) 
is bordant to some ~7, then &(b+h,]) is bordant to T(P); if &(b$) is bordant to T(F), 
then ~(b+h,~) is bordant to some VP; and if E(b$) = 0 then &(b+h,l) = 0. Now take 
(WtPi, -ri) for some i. By the above lemma there is an automorphism 0 : (ZZ)~ -+ (I%,)” 
such that the fixed data of qr,k,, (Wini, ~ii) restricted to V” has both E(~,J) = vri and the 
portion $, E(~,~) equal to the fixed data of rt-’ (Wra, pi) restricted to V”. By observing 
additionally that the fixed data of CY.P/+, (IV,“‘, t) T must obey the same above rule, the 
theorem is proved. •I 
Proof of the Proposition. From [3,2.2] one knows that (IwlP(n+ l), TO) is, up to bordism, 
the only involution with fixed set MP’(n) U {pj. So, if ($, Ed 3 RP(n)) U (@, p, + p) 
denotes the fixed data of (M’, @), Theorems 1 and 2 imply that for some 1 < t < k there 
are 2t-1 bundles E, bordant to the canonical line bundle X + If@‘(n) (and so equivalent 
to X), 2t-1 - 1 bundles E~ bordant to T(RP(n)) and 2” - 2t bundles E, = 0; moreover, 
these bundles are included in that fixed data as the corresponding bundles are included 
in the fixed data of a~~(lW’(n f l), 70) f or some ~7 E Aut((Z2)lC). In other words, our 
results determine the bundles E, up to bordism individually, but one needs that holding 
simultaneously, and this additional point requires verification. Specifically, denoting the 
fixed data of (T~,‘C(IWP(~ + l), 70) by ($, E;) U ($, ph), one must show that $, E, 
is bordant to $, ~b, as an element of h/n(BO(,nl) x . . . x BO(np_])). By the above 
facts one has: 
(i) pa = /I: for all a; 
(ii) if $, E, is not bordant to @, E: then there exist 1 < i < n and representation 
a0 with E~” bordant to T(WP(n)) (and so E;, = T(IRP(n))) and w~(E,,) # Q(E~,,) 
(observe that E,, + lIW(n) is the fixed data of an involution, and so as cited in [4] 
W(%) = (1 + a) *P for some p, where (Y E H’(WP(n),Z$,) is the generator; then 
necessarily i is even). 
Now we choose an order for the representations of (ZZ)~ so that the fixed data of 
(M’, @) with respect to this order, rewritten as 
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has, for 0 < j < 2t - 1, each cl with j even bordant to T(RP(n)) and each cj with j 
odd equal to X; we rewrite then E,,, as Q~,,. 
From [8, 4.31 one has the exact sequence 
0 -+ N,((z2)k,o) 5 @v&T” ((Z2)? 1) 5 &I ((z2)k,0) + 0 
which iteratively yields 
%Np_, ,n I,..., n,i-,_,(~2;2k-’ - 1) -+ 0 




According to [7, 8.71 one has 
s fpEj 1 1 = [A 83 (E2 CT3 (A @ A,) 63 (Ed CB (A c3 A)) G3.. . @ (E2L2 @ (A @ A,) 
= ‘1 x 8 (e cl3 W) 63 (a 63 a> 63 . . . a3 (E2’4 e3 JR) + Rrlyn)] 
E N;, (BO( 1) x BO(n + 1) x . . x BO(n + 1)) 
and similarly for S[ej ei] with T(RP(n)) in the place of the EZ~; hence 
(wyi(X)w4E2j”) + 7y (Xh m~~~4))) Pw41 
= (an-; (%(Qj,,) +w2 (ww))) [Ewn)] 
is a characteristic number of S[aj Ed] + S[ej ~j]. From 
is bordant to ej ES, and the result is proved. 0 
(ii) one concludes that ej E? 
The above argument is specific for V” = RIP(n); in [6] the classification for V” = 
SP x 9 (and V” = Sn) was completed also using an argument based on the Stong’s 
exact sequence. In all these cases the set A has (whenever nonempty) just one element. 
In [3, 3.11 Royster determined the set A for Vn = IRIP( which has more than one 
element; hence in this case we have access to information about the fixed data of the 
actions, although the classification is much more difficult. 
Even if the set A has a single element the above characteristic number argument 
may be extremely hard. For example, the main result of [9] has as a corollary that if 
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Vn = (S’)n and A is nonempty, then n = 2’ and A has just one element, which 
contains the involution product ((R!IP(2))2’, 70 x . . x TO); but I do not know (with 
exception for T = 1) whether a (?&)li-action fixing (S1)2’ U {p} is bordant to some 
0r$((lRP(2))2P, 70 x . . . x 7-O). 
Remark. In [2, Section 41 Kosniowski and Stong proved that if (MT, @) is a (Z2)k- 
action with the property that for each j, 0 < j < r, the j-dimensional part of FQ is 
connected and with r > (2 Ic+’ - l)dim(F~), then (MT,@) bounds equivariantly. In 
particular, if (M’, @) fixes Vn U {p}, that result implies that r < (2kf’ - 1)n. It is 
interesting to observe that Theorem 1 provides a better result for this particular case. In 
fact, the strengthened Boardman &theorem of [l] yields ni < !jn and so pi < $z for 
each i; hence 
r 6 2’-’ 
( > 
;n + (2”-’ - 1)” + n = 5n(2”-2). 
If n is odd one can do even better; from [3, 2.31 one has in this case 
r < 2”-’ 1 + (2”-’ - 1)n + 72 = (n + 1)2”-‘. 
Remark. In [lo] Stong showed that 
A = (i(RP(2n) x lRP(2n), twist)], [(lRiP(2n), Id)]) 
for F = RP(2n), and based on this Capobianco have proved in [4] that if (V”, @) is 
a &)“-action whose fixed set is WP(2n) then (V”,@) is bordant to ((WIP(2n))23,T’) 
for some 0 < j < lc, where Tj is the twist (that is, (V”, $5) is bordant to Pj’“(BP(2n) x 
lRP(2n), twist)). We observe that the method given by Theorems 1 and 2 provides 
another manner to prove this result. In this case, since every E, is bordant to the tangent 
bundle, the consideration of automorphisms is not needed. The characteristic number 
argument of the preceding proposition is also not needed; in fact, the proof of the result 
of [lo] yields additionally the fact that W(E,) = W(T(RP(2n))). 
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